The wafer stage in dual-stage lithographic system is an air-bearing servo motion platform requiring high positioning accuracy and high transient performance. However, the residual vibration, resulting from almost zero damping, high velocity, parallel decoupling structure, and direct drive, brings about unacceptable overshoot and settling time. To suppress these unfavorable elements in high dynamic motion, a novel motion profile planning method combined with input shaping is proposed in this paper. Firstly, a trajectory named all free S-curve (AFS-curve) is derived, which has less constraints and better performance than traditional S-curve profile. Then, AFS-curve combined with a zero vibration shaper (ZV) is developed to further suppress residual vibration. Due to the very complex parameter adjustment, the online tuning may cause system oscillation that leads to damage of the precision stage. This paper, furthermore, proposes an online-offline method to optimize the parameters in the motion profile. Online step is performed to collect input and output data. Offline step includes the system model identification based on I/O data and parameter self-learning based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). The simulation and experimental results indicate that the proposed method achieves significant reduction of the positioning time and the overshoot in the dual-stage system.
Introduction
The wafer stage of lithography is a high-speed and highaccuracy motion platform [1] , which is used for bearing wafers. To improve throughput of lithography, there are always two wafer stages constituting the dual-stage system [2] . The two wafer stages work at the same time, one for preprocessing and the other for exposure. From this working mode, we know that when exchanging two wafer stages, there is no wafer to be exposed. Thus, reducing the exchanging time is crucial to the improvement of the lithographic throughput. However, the mechanical structure of the system is fixed, so the exchanging path is constant. Therefore, shorter exchanging time means larger average velocity. Meanwhile, the aerostatic guide supporting the platform leads to light damping. As a result, the residual vibrations are easily introduced in wafer stage systems. Considering the above adverse factors and the system requirements comprehensively, the trajectory planning method is widely concerned. Motion profile is a technique that can reduce the residual vibration, and the trapezoidal velocity curve is the most primitive type [3, 4] . The trapezoidal velocity curve involves infinite jerk that can describe the changes of acceleration, which is usually positively related with the residual vibration. Hence, jerk value should be limited. Compared to the trapezoidal curve, S-curve constrains the jerk to a constant value, which is more widely used for motion profile due to less residual vibration [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Traditional symmetric S-curve profiles have been widely adopted in many motion control fields [7] [8] [9] . The generating methods of symmetric S-curve include finite-impulse response filtering technique [10] and optimal control approach [11, 12] . However, there are still constraints in generating traditional S-curve, for example, the jerk at acceleration period should have equal value, resulting in limited performance. Thus, this paper presents a method to generate the S-curve profile named AFS-curve, which could relax the constraint maximally.
As long as the motion profile and natural frequency of the system are known exactly, the input-shaping method (IS) could be very effective to suppress the residual vibration and the overshoot [13] [14] [15] . Meanwhile, as a prefilter, the S-curve could also be beneficial to the vibration abatement. To achieve desired performance, the motion profile should be shaped by input shaper. Input shaper [16] , one kind of feedforward controllers, shapes the reference input signal based on the characteristics of the controlled system. It consists of two or more groups of signals with different amplitudes and delay times. These signals result in different responses, the superposition of which could reduce the oscillation amplitude, even to zero. References [17] [18] [19] proposed concepts of zero-vibration (ZV), zero-vibration-derivative (ZVD), and extra insensitive (EI) shapers. Furthermore, to enhance the robustness against parameter uncertainty, the ZVD k input shaper was proposed, but produced a longer time delay with smaller step size. As the settling time is the major concern during the swap of the wafer stages, the ZV shaper has been selected in this paper.
As mentioned above, both of the AFS-curve and ZV shaper have at least three parameters, which depend on the accurate model of the controlled system; however, it is a tough task to build the model of a highly coupled system. Thus, a reliable optimization algorithm [20] [21] [22] [23] is more suitable for the trajectory planning. Furthermore, both of the overshoot and error should be considered in the optimization object, so a multiobjective optimization based on PSO [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] (particle swarm optimization) is adopted in this paper.
Subsequently, if the AFS-curve and input shaper parameters are optimized online, it is easy to cause a serious system shock, even damage some components. Therefore, the parameter optimization phase should be carried out offline. Finally, an online-offline method to optimized motion profile is proposed in this paper to suppress the residual vibration of rotary motor and reduce the positioning time of the dual stage.
Problem Formulation
In order to increase the wafer throughput, the dual-stage structure is adopted in lithographic machine, as seen in Figure 1 , whose working region is composed by preprocessing part and exposure part. In preprocessing region, the wafer stage conducts leveling, focusing, and measuring the surface topography of the wafer. The exposure operation is carried out simultaneously in the exposure region. As a result, there is no need to adjust the wafer before exposure, just exchanging two wafer stages, saving much time than conventional single-stage lithography equipment. To implement the exchanging operation, three rotary electric motors are involved, one named common revolution motor and the others named private rotation motors. The communal motor is used to exchange the positions of stage 1 and stage 2, and the two private motors are designed for adjusting stages during rotation, avoiding cable twining. In this paper, we focus on the control problems of communal motor that occur in exchanging period. In the other words, for light damping and heavy load, the performance of overshoot and settling time should be considered.
For the synchronization of the three motors, different disturbances should be dispelled at the same time, which include thrust ripple, frictional force, cable force, and interaction force caused by asynchronous motion. These disturbances are relevant to different physical quantities. For instance, thrust ripple is related with position, and it can be calculated by a rough mechanism model, but the tracking error from modeling indeterminacy may be increased for the synchronized motion. Frictional forces from cable disturbing and relative motion between the stator and mover are related with velocity, and it can be obtained by the formula of the friction force; however, different positions have different friction coefficients for tooling problems, that is to say, it is difficult to obtain a series of accurate friction coefficients. Similarly, different speeds lead to different centrifugal forces, which signify different frictional forces. Interaction force is related with acceleration and deceleration, and it should be pointed out that the controlled system is highspeed high-precision equipment, which indicates that acceleration and deceleration always exceed the rated values that the motors can provide. As a result, the motors may work under nonlinearity when the system requires high acceleration or deceleration. Meanwhile, different motors have different saturation nonlinearity characters; thus, the output of different motors may not be completely synchronized, leading to an interaction force between communal motor and the private motor. In a word, these disturbances make it hard to obtain the accurate model of the dual stage based on mechanism.
Although these disturbances are not easy to be measured and modeled, most of them are repeatable based on the same tracking trajectory, and the repeatable disturbances are the main factors that influence the system dynamic performance. Therefore, a black box method, which is a high-order linear system model identification based on input/output data, is proposed to build the mathematical model of the system. The implementation of this method is based on MATLAB system identification toolbox. In detail, firstly, define the upper limit n max to be the highest order of model's numerator and denominator. Thus, the dual-stage system model can be expressed as follows: G s = a n s n + a n−1 s n−1
where n ≦ n max , m ≦ n max, and a 0 , a 1 , … , a n and b 0 , b 1 , … , b m are the coefficients of numerator and denominator. Then, reduce the highest order of model's numerator and denominator; meanwhile, make use of the actual sampling data to identify the system model corresponding to every order 
AFS-Curve Combined Input Shaping
The aforementioned disturbances are relevant to the actual position, speed, and acceleration of the stage. Once a closed-loop system is determined, a better motion profile that suits the controlled system could suppress the disturbance and residual vibration to achieve a better dynamic performance. Usually, trajectory planning and input shaping technique are the two most popular methods to get a desired motion profile. It should be pointed out that the S-type trajectory is more widely used in reference trajectory planning than the trapezoidal curve. For its less residual vibration characteristic, zero vibration input shaping is widely applied in many practical applications. Hence, we will emphatically discuss how to formulate an S-curve in conventional and all free ways, then propose a new method for all free S-curve combined with input shaping (AFS-IS). Two basis conditions of the S-type trajectory compared in this paper should be assured by the following constraints. Firstly, position should start at 0 and end at S max . Secondly, velocity, acceleration, and jerk at the starting and ending points must be zero. Figure 2 shows S-curve motion profiles and notations, with the absolute values of variables.
3.1. Conventional S-Curve. The acceleration, deceleration, and velocity of conventional S-curve are all symmetric, which means the four parameters are equaled, which could be expressed as follows:
Then, the function of time and position can be derived. 
3.2. All Free S-Curve 3.2.1. Formulating All Free S-Curve. All free S-curve (AFS-curve) is a novel method to describe S-curve. AFS-curve does not constrain any variable, which is used for generating the motion profile. That is to say, J 1 , a L , t 2 , J 2 , t 4 , J 3 , and a S are independent to each other. Thus, AFS-curve can represent all the characteristic of S-curve with J 1 , a L , t 2 , J 2 , t 4 , J 3 , and a S . The time position function of AFS-curve can be expressed by
The computational process of t 6 will be given later.
Constraints of AFS-Curve.
In AFS-curve, the time points increases from t 1 to t 7 ; however, t 1 , t 3 , and t 5 are expressed by forward free variables. Thus, t 2 > t 1 = a L /J 1 , t 4 > t 3 = t 2 + a L /J 2 , and t 6 > t 5 = t 4 + a S /J 3 . To facilitate different application environment, a few conditions should be clarified.
(1) The maximum shock is limited, then it follows that 4 is the velocity at time t 6 , so the following is derived.
(2) The maximum force is limited, then it follows that
Thus,
(3) The maximum centrifugal force or friction force is limited, then it follows that
(4) The maximum distance is fixed, then it follows that
where S 6 is the position at time point t 6 , following that
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Then, we can get two solutions for t 6 , but it is easy to proove that "+" does not satisfy the condition. Only "−" is saved, as follows.
Moreover, t 6 in (11) satisfied the condition of (5).
Input Shaping Controller.
During dual-stage exchanging process, we pay attention on the communal motor, then all the other kind of forces can be regarded as disturbances. Moreover, the communal motor is a light damping second-order system, with the residual vibration as its typical problem. Input shaping technique can solve this problem based on the information of the closed-loop system, and the demonstration is given as follows. A second-order system's closedloop transfer function usually can be described as follows:
where ω n is the damping-free frequency and ξ is the damping ratio. Then, the impulse response of the system at time t t ≧ t i can be written as
where A i is the amplitude, T i is the starting time of impulse, and ω d is the system damping frequency. If the input is C s = ∑ n i=1 A i e −T i s , the response of the system can be expressed as
Videlicet,
Thus, the residual vibration V ω n , ξ can be defined as follows:
V ω n , ξ = e −ξω n T n M 18
Subsequently, to achieve residual vibration V ω n , ξ = 0, the two pulse zero vibration shaper (ZV) is adopted. By shaping the original reference input, the value of M turns to be zero; thus, no residual vibration exists. In general, defining T 1 = 0 could avoid the response delay. At the same time, it is required that the sum of the impulse amplitudes is unity, which ensures that the rigid body actual motion is the same as the unshaped command. Thus, the parameters are given by T 1 = 0,
where K = e − ξπ/ 1−ξ 2 .
3.4. AFS-IS Method. As Figure 3 shows, the motion profile named AFS-IS is generated by all free S-curve and input shaper. AFS-IS inherits the advantages of both AFS method and input shaping technology, bringing out the best in each other. For example, AFS method could tune the constraints, for example, distance, force, and impact of motors, while the input shaper cannot do so. Thus, AFS-IS get better performance in constrained motors than input shaping technique. And AFS method can suppress residual vibration in a certain extent, but which cannot be fully eliminated in theory. However, input shaping technique can totally suppress the residual vibration theoretically. In practice, AFS-IS's performance in the residual vibration dispelling is better than both AFS method and input shaping technique. AFS-IS method can be expressed as
where δ t is the impulse function at time t.
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Online/Offline Optimizing Method for Parameters of AFS-IS
AFS-IS method brings into eight free variables, and it is hard to give analytic solutions to all nine parameters based on the information of the physical system. The optimization method is an alternative solution to get a suitable value of these parameters at the same time. However, there are two objectives, settling time and overshoot, so this paper introduces a common method that uses instrumental variables ω 1 and ω 2 as weight factors to convert dual-objective problem into single objective problem, which can be served as the objective function of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. However, using optimization algorithm to optimize AFS-IS method's parameters online could cause a serious system shock, which may result in instability of the system during iterations, even damage the motor. Therefore, an online/offline method is introduced, which gets the experimental data for modeling online, whereas optimizes the parameters offline.
Objective Function and Constraints for PSO.
The goal of dual-objective optimization in this paper is to find a vector X * = x 1 * , x 2 * , … , x 9 * = J 1 , a L , t 2 , J 2 , t 4 , J 3 , a S , A 1 , T 2 that can minimize the settling time and the overshoot. The objective function is described as follows:
where F 1 and F 2 represent the settling time and the overshoot objective functions, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the object function of the settling time in this paper is not limited by the steadystate error in twenty-five percent as usual, but the accumulated error from the reference input reaching its target location at time T η to termination time T f inal . And the object function of the overshoot is calculated by the difference between the maximum value of the output Y σ and the target location S max .
Thus, the objective function can be expressed as
As mentioned in AFS method, there are other inequality constraints in AFS-IS. In detail, the maximum value of output Y σ should be larger than that of the target location S max ; the settling time T s should be limited less than the End
Initialize the parameters X in AFS-IS as same as the ones in S-curve-IS, and velocities V, P i and P g of the population, set k=0
AFS-IS constraints?
F (X i ) > F (P i ) Thus, equation constraint h X is that in AFS method, and then objective function with equation constraint can be expressed as AFS equality constraints⇔h X = 0 25
As described earlier, the optimization problem is to find a vector X * = x 1 * , x 2 * , … , x 8 * that satisfies the constraints (21) to minimize the objective vector function. 
An Online-Offline Optimize Motion Profile Generated
Method Based on PSO. The diagram of online-offline optimized control system is shown in Figure 4 . Firstly, online procedure is using shaped R as the system reference input, Complexity and after running one time, the actual system output Y is obtained. Secondly, the offline procedure identifies the system model by using MATLAB identification toolbox based on input R and output Y, followed by optimizing the parameters in AFS-curve and ZV shaper using PSO algorithm. The optimizing procedure utilizing PSO is described as follows. Firstly, initialize the parameters X in AFS-IS as same as the ones in conventional S-curve-IS, which means N and N is the total number of particles in the swarm, and k is the iteration index. Secondly, update X k i by (27) , then test each particle to judge whether it satisfies the constraints of AFS and IS methods. If no, recreate a particle until it satisfies the condition. If yes, run the simulation with the estimated model that is calculated by the input and output data to acquire the overshoot and the settling time. If g X < 0, recreate a particle until that satisfies h X and g X ; otherwise, calculating every particle's fitness value based on the output and the tracking error. Update the best position X k+1 i if it is better than the best previous position P k i . Finally, update X k+1 i if it is better than the best position P k g found by the whole particles, and then begin the next iteration until k ≥ k max .
where c 1 and c 2 are acceleration coefficients. r 1 and r 2 are random values from 0 to 1.
Experimental Result.
In this section, the proposed AFS-IS method is validated through an experiment on the rotary electric motor shown in Figure 5 . The rotary electric motor is driven by proportional-integral-derivative control with a rotary transformer as the feedback signal. To fulfill the prescribed motion profile, a motion control board is used to generate driving signals with a sampling period of 2 ms. To demonstrate that the orders of identified system's numerator and denominator selected are the best one, Table 1 gives the mean square error (MSE) between real outputs and identified system's outputs under different numerator and denominator orders. It can be observed that the system with 6 zeros and 6 poles achieves the least MSE 1.24 * 10 −4 . Figure 6 shows system actual outputs in the positive and negative direction with 30 degrees and 25 degrees, respectively, compared with the simulation outputs of the identified 6-order system.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed AFS method, an experiment comparing the AFS method and the conventional S-curve is established. Two constraints for tracking trajectory should be noted. One is distance limitation set to be 30 degrees on the positive direction, and the other is limiting 3 seconds as the longest time for stages to reach at 30 degrees. Meanwhile, two kinds of conventional S-curve as the tracking trajectory are introduced to compare with the AFS method. One is S-S-curve set up with the large maximum jerk, acceleration, and velocity, so it is fast to reach at the object position. On the opposite side, the other is named as L-S-curve with the small maximum jerk, acceleration, and velocity, which is designed to reach at 30 degrees in 3 seconds. The results of the two comparisons are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, from which it can be observed that the optimized AFS-curve excites less residual vibration. The settling time is reduced by 41%, which is 1 s with a tolerance, that is, ±0.3 degree and overshoot is reduced by 17.4%.
To demonstrate that an additional input shaper can improve the performance of the reference trajectory, the system outputs of AFS and AFS-IS are compared in Figure 8 (a), while the system outputs of S-curve with input shaper as the reference trajectory and AFS-IS are compared in Figure 8 (b). As Figure 8(a) shows, the input shaper reduces the settling time by 77.2% and the overshoot by 27.65%. Figure 8(b) demonstrates that, although the S-curve with an input shaper as the reference input gets better system output than a pure S-curve as the reference input, the system output has a -
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System output with S-S-curve as reference input System output with AFS as refernce input igure 6: Identified 6-order system simulation outputs and system actual outputs. 10 Complexity 2.45% overshoot and 1.6% settling time increment on the system output compared with AFS-IS. Finally, the online-offline method is verified in the dualstage system. AFS-IS is taken as the motion profile for both simulation system and actual system, and the outputs of two systems are compared in Figure 9 (a). With the time changing from 3 seconds to 8 seconds, the actual output is a little larger than the simulation output, and the difference 11 Complexity between them is within a certain range of 0.035 degrees. Moreover, the difference is caused by the unmodeled dynamics and random disturbances. Figure 9 (b) shows the error between the actual output and the AFS-curve. It could be observed that the error changes from 0 to 7 degrees before the 3rd second, but still in a limitation of 0.05 degrees from the 3rd second to the 8th second. For the point to point control, we focus on the error after the 3rd second; thus, the overshoot and the settling time of AFS-IS are significantly reduced compared with the conventional S-curve.
Conclusion
An all free S-curve combined with a zero-vibration shaper has been proposed to suppress the residual vibration in this paper. The AFS method requires no parameter symmetry during the acceleration and deceleration period, which is more flexible for a better reference trajectory. Furthermore, combined with the input shaping technology, AFS method could achieve a better performance by reducing the overshoot and the residual vibration more effectively. The online-offline method can further enhance the suppression of the residual vibration and avoid the system shock during optimization. The effectiveness of the proposed unified framework is validated on a dual-stage lithographic system. The zero overshoot and the short settling time is achieved by the proposed approach.
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